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Does Globalization Threaten Democracy?
Abstract

The topic of this article is the correlation between the modern process of globalization and
democracy. The agenda starts with the concept of globalization, its different meanings and
various layers, traps and paradoxes, consequences and effects, advantages and disadvantages in the horizon of contemporary life. Following a brief theme introduction, the article
outlines a short historic philosophical review into the development of globalization from the
ancient times to the contemporary world. The focus of the philosophical view is that of two
significant authorities and opposite approaches in the process of developing ‘World Society’
– Immanuel Kant and Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel wherein Kant explains the means
to the status of ‘World Civility’ as a ‘Natural Purpose’, and Hegel exposes the necessity
of the historic global development to the state of global freedom. The question: Does the
process of making global society threaten democracy in the modern world – is the key issue
nowadays. All agree that the globalization process diminishes the area of authentic political
acting. Democracy originates from the ‘polis’ or small town republic and is a symbol of
the government in the small political community. The step from the polis democracy to the
national state democracy was the result of change from the direct to the representative democracy. The transition from the national to the supranational and global politics requires
new essential transformation of the being of democracy.
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With the last cut in world history occurring in 1989 and throughout the destruction of communist dictatorships and Soviet World Empire, a new stage
in the planetary process of globalization began in which most countries in the
world labelled themselves as – democratic states, ‘ruled by the people’. The
increasing trend of 40 in 1972 up to the current estimated 123 democratic
countries of the 192 states registered in the United Nations may continue in
the future. Speculation of various theories such as Francis Fukayama’s End of
History and the Last Man (1992)1 that liberal democratic nation states were
the universal standard form of human society has been disproved through the
1

In the famous book, The End of History and
the Last Man (1992), Francis Fukuyama
claims that the development of the western
liberal democracy may designate the final
phase of mankind’s political evolution and
the end of history: “What we may be witnessing is not just the end of the Cold War or the

passing of a particular period of post-war history, but the end of history as such: that is, the
end point of mankind’s ideological evolution
and the universalization of Western liberal
democracy as the final form of human government.”
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globalization process which flattened the boundaries and led liberal democracies over the state borders to a supranational world society. Transformation to
global democracy threatens the fundamental principles of the former liberal
nation state democracy.
The modern process of globalization was in fact conceived at the beginning
of the New Age with Columbus’ revelation of Western India in 1492 and
Magellan’s expedition which set sail from Sevilla in 1519 and returned to the
same port three years later after proving that the Earth was indeed a round
Globe. The past five centuries of connecting and netting the great watery
spheroid Globe by way of trade and warfare, technology and industry, science
and communications, satellites and Internet, global concerns and international
organizations showed only a different form, face and a reverse side of globalization.
Since the eighties and early nineties of the 20th century, following the pulling
down of the world’s bipolar structure, the unifying process of a single world
market and world society has been strongly accelerating. Thus the term ‘globalization’ itself has been significantly used in economical, philosophical, and
sociological discussions as a notion that refers to the economical, cultural and
political integration of the national economies and processes into the global
market and new world order.
After the founding of the first modern representative democracy in America in
1776, the previous political epoch was symbolically delimited by two significant democratic revolutions – the French in 1789 and the ‘Velvet’ revolution
1989. This era was dominated by the model of the national state and building
of the representative, constitutional, social, and liberal democracy under its
frame. In this epoch, we can distinguish three waves of democratization:
1. The transition from a non-democratic to a democratic form of government
– 1828–1926;
2. A gradual renewal of democratic regimes in Japan and in the Middle Europe (West Germany, Austria, Italy) – 1943–63;
3. The foundation of democracy in Southern Europe (notably the Mediterranean Area: Spain, Portugal, Greece), South America (Argentina, Uruguay,
Bolivia) – 1974–89.
After the fall of the Berlin wall, democratization spread to Middle and Eastern
Europe countries where the model of liberal democracy grew to a global form
of government. Aside from that, in the contemporary epoch of globalization,
the frame of the national is overstepped and the supranational and global area
is opened. Democracy has been designated as the ‘last form of government’.
However, some people are afraid that the globalization process would diminish the area of authentic political acting and transform the public landscape.
Democracy is not only a distinctive set of political institutions or a social and
economic order but firstly a specific process of making collective and binding
decisions with equal and free citizens in the center. As well, the question “Is
the nature of democracy compatible with the global trend of society?” must
be observed. Proponents of democratic globalization, such as David Held2
claimed that it was necessary to create democratic global institutions. Their final goal was the establishment of a democratic world government with world
services for citizens.
It is my opinion that globalization destroys the institutional anchors of the
previous democracy with the destruction of the fundamental marks of the
national state:
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● Sovereignty as an absolute power of decision making;
● Territorial government;
● State people and nation.

Furthermore, globalization points out the role of the citizen as a world citizen in a new horizon. This is a utopian idea attempting to establish a global
democratic government. However, it is not Utopia to see the world order with
the most democratic elements allowing for the world citizen to participate at
numerous levels in the process of global democratic decisions making – from
local, provincial, regional and national to supranational and global levels as
well.
The 1990’s illustrated the increased crisis of citizenship in the world through
the loss of democratic civic values and participation, a decline of the sense of
political efficacy, and shift from interest on public good to privatized life and
prosperity which is an important influence on the democratic participation of
citizens in politics. The fundamental connection between modern democracy
and market economy had advantages for both in the era of nation states. However, with the increase of financial power as the only authoritative truth acting
on global market and netting, the area of authentic political acting and justice
rational regulation of public needs and institutions was reduced.

Three Fundamental Transformations of Democracy
Democracy originated from the ‘polis’ or town republic and is a symbol of
government in the small political community where citizens regard one another as political equals. Ancient Athenian democracy, which lasted nearly
two centuries between 507 and 321 B. C. E. is a prime example of citizen
participation or participatory direct democracy with developed institutions
needed by citizens in order to govern themselves. Robert A. Dahl calls the
step from the idea and practice of rule by the few (oligarchy/aristocracy) or
by a single person (tyranny/monarchy) to the idea and practice of rule by the
many (democracy/polity) in the city-state among the Greeks (Aristotle) the
“first democratic transformation”.3
The step from the polis democracy to the national state democracy was the
result of change from the direct participation to the representative democracy.
The so called second democratic transformation led to a radically new set of
political institutions to represent the political will of the equal citizens. The
representative democracy is a system which combines democracy at local levels with a popularly elected parliament at the top level and secures the consent
of free citizens through election. Basic political institutions are representatives elected in national parliament and popularly chosen local governments
that are subordinate to the national government.
2

British political theorist David Held from the
London School of Economics is one of the
leading authors and key figures in the development of the modern cosmopolitanism and
globalization. He’s written several works on
that topic e.g. Democracy and the Global Order: From the Modern State to Cosmopolitan
Governance (1995), Cosmopolitan Democracy: An Agenda for a New World Order (with
Daniel Archibugi) (1995), Global Transformations: Politics, Economics and Culture, co-

author (1999), Globalization/Anti-Globalization, co-author (2002), Cosmopolitanism: A
Defence (2003), Global Covenant: The Social
Democratic Alternative to the Washington
Consensus (2004).
3

Robert A. Dahl, Democracy and Its Critics,
p. 1, Yale University Press, New Haven &
London 1989.
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The system of modern representative democracy originates from Great Britain, Scandinavia, Switzerland, and areas mainly north of the Mediterranean.
Modern democracy was perfected in North America with a system of checks
and balances among the country’s major social forces and the separation of
powers within the government. Developed from the American Founding Fathers under the influence of ideas from Charles Montesquieu and John Locke,
the American democratic republic became in due course something of a model for many other republics.
The third transformation from the national to the supranational and global politics requires new essential changes of the being of democracy. Development
of liberal democracy in the national states was connected with the grounding
of human rights and freedoms and the shift in scale from the small, more
intimate, and more participatory city-state to the bigger, more representative
democratic governments. Today, the question of which changes democracy
needs to pass by en route to the supranational creations and world market,
global society and world republic is a key issue: from the complexity in the
democratic social order and cultural diversity to the difficulty of achieving
an adequate level of citizen competence for a global democracy. How can
today’s society in the conditions of global market establish democratic rule
at large scale and still retain the advantages and possibilities of small scale
democracy?
Critical views on the effects of globalization firstly observe the shortcomings
in the justice social distribution of goods between the states and areas of the
world. There also comes to light the crisis of the social wellbeing state which
was a status symbol of societies particularly in the Western European states
developed after the second world war. The merciless pressure of the global
market weakened the assurance of social security which was the product of
state activity. Wellbeing social state divided social goods on the principles of
non-market distributive justice. New forms of injustice appeared in the global
market under the label of commutative justice.

Philosophical Roots
of Globalization and Democracy
On the horizon of the philosophical idea of the universal mind, the globalization process has been developing through millennia. Minerva’s owl of western metaphysics started its flight from the coast of the Mediterranean Sea in
Eastern Asia and over Athens and Rome, and alongside it, Christianity spread
globally. It was the aim of Heraclitus, later Anaxagoras to talk about the world
order which was to be the same for all. Plato’s and Aristotle’s ideas had conquered and unified the spiritual global spheres long before the start of globalization’s process of economic and financial market, machine technology
and/or computer and global information netting. The word ‘World Citizen’
first appeared in the cynical philosophical school. Asked where he came from,
Diogenes from Synope answered that he was a ‘cosmopolites’ – citizen of the
world.
Parallel to the process of universal thinking and the citizen of the world, the
idea of democracy was established, practiced, debated, supported, attacked
and ignored for more than twenty-five hundred years. At the peak of the creation of national states politics in 18th and 19th centuries, Immanuel Kant and
Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, two noted philosophers, endeavoured to offer
their views on the founding of the ‘World Society’ and ‘World History’. Kant,
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regarded as one of the most influential philosophers in the history of Western
philosophy and the last major philosopher of the Enlightenment explained the
means to the status of “World Civility” as a “Natural Purpose”. His opinion
was that the status of “World Civility” could be developed through the origin
presumptions of the human genus. He declared the perfect citizen uniting into
the World Society as an act of Providence and the purpose of history. Therefore he proposed the founding of a “World Republic” as a guarantee for world
peace and global free trade.
Hegel exposed the necessity of developing world history to the state of global
freedom. However, unlike Kant, he wasn’t inclined to the idea of a universal
world civil community. He accepted the idea of cosmopolitism and tried to
confirm and legitimize world citizenship through national state life and not
opposite them. Hegel viewed the whole history under the aspect of universal
world process which evolved on the principles of freedom, mind and law. Hegel’s metaphysical realism confirms that until national sovereignty continued,
there couldn’t be a judge (‘pretor’) between the states. It is possible only to
talk about one kind of arbitrator or mediator between the sovereign wills. In
Hegel’s categories, globalization is the product of the widening of civil society over political borders.

Globalization and Democracy
In the contemporary process of globalization, we can observe the collision of
forces which show marks of both philosophical approaches. There is a tendency to a peaceable world republic of united people through an international
law, human rights, and international institutions similar to the United Nations.
It is very interesting when you consider the idea of the founding of the League
or Concert of Democracies with “more than 100 democracies”,4 which deems
the new ‘global system’ as a means to protect human rights, enforce peace,
and achieve global prosperity. This idea can be seen as a continuation of
Kant’s League of People with universal republican state forms.
Conversely, we can see clashes and conflicts of sovereign wills in the global
economical and political world market in the way Hegel described it. It is remarkable that democracies do not fight wars with one another. Robert A. Dahl
claimed that “of thirty-four international wars between 1945 and 1989, none
occurred among democratic countries”.5 But democratic countries fight wars
with non-democratic countries and interfere sometimes in the political life of
4

The concert of democracies or ‘League
of Democracies’ is one of the most talked
about concepts for the American foreign
policy community. This idea was put forth
by Democrats and more notably, by prominent Republican presidential candidate John
McCain. The philosophical basis is Kant’s
idea of ‘perpetual peace’ with the argument
that democratic governments are less likely
to go to wars – particularly with fellow democracies rather than autocratic regimes. The
assumption is that a grouping of about 100
democratic nations would be able to protect
human rights, enforce peace, and achieve
prosperity around the globe – and even possibly influence nations under dictatorial rule to

move toward democratization – and more importantly, circumvent the power of authoritarian states like China and Russia in the United
Nations Security Council. The belief is that
the ‘League of Democracies’ could respond
to global humanitarian crisis. In the past decade, the idea of the league of democracies had
been promoted mostly by Democrats, including such figures as President Obama’s foreign
policy adviser, Anthony Lake, and Ivo Daalder, of the Clinton Administration.
5

Robert A. Dahl, On Democracy, p. 57, Yale
University Press, New Haven & London
1998.
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other countries. For my part, this is an incorrect means to spread democracy in
the world by way of tanks and air forces. Thus, did Athens with its war ships
under the frame Demokratia. Alexis de Tocqueville dedicated a big part of his
Democracy in America to prove that it is not possible to transplant the model
of democracy to the areas where there weren’t sufficient legal and moral circumstances and factors in civic tradition. For world democracy, it is necessary
to make appropriate world democratic institutions which respect different cultural and national heritages and develop citizens to carry democratic ideals.
Globalization threatens liberal nation state democracy at its core. The idea of
a liberal representative democracy is connected with territory and borders.
The definition of a modern state is based on the notion of an organisation
or political association which has effective sovereignty over a specific geographic area. Max Weber6 laced definition of state up to the ‘monopoly on
the legitimate use of physical force within a given territory’. Globalization
loosens the border frames and shifts the main emphasis from state territory
to global institutions and processes. Therefore, global democracy should shift
the stress again on the citizen and find the way to establish democracy as a
process of making collective and binding decisions through the free will of
equal citizens.
Last but not least, globalization can favour and harm democracy. Wild and
uncontrolled globalization threatens democracy and may bring again mankind into the natural status of bellum omnium contra omnes. Therefore it is
important to bring the process of globalization into the frame of democratic
ideals and justice to preserve and advance democracy and its practices.

Pavo Barišić

Ugrožava li globalizacija demokraciju?
Sažetak

Tema je ovoga članka odnos između modernog procesa globalizacije i demokracije. Razmatranje započinje konceptom demokracije, njegovim različitim značenjima i raznim slojevima,
zamkama i paradoksima, posljedicama i učincima, prednostima i nedostatcima u obzoru suvremenog života. Nakon uvoda u temu, članak ocrtava kratki povijesno-filozofijski pregled razvoja
globalizacije od drevnih vremena do suvremenog svijeta. Žarište filozofskog gledišta jest ono
dvojice značajnih autoriteta i nasuprotnih pristupa u procesu razvoja ‘svjetskog društva’ – Immanuela Kanta i Georga Wilhelma Friedricha Hegela. Kant je objasnio sredstva statusa ‘svjetskog građanstva’ kao ‘prirodne svrhe’. Hegel je izložio nužnost razvoja svjetske povijesti do
stanja globalne slobode. Pitanje: ugrožava li process stvaranja globalnog društva demokraciju
u modernom svijetu – ključno je pitanje danas. Svi se slažu da globalizacijski proces oslabljuje
područje autentičnog političkog djelovanja. Demokracija ima izvor u ‘polisu’ ili malome gradu-republici, te je simbol vladavine u maloj političkoj zajednici. Korak od demokracije polisa
prema demokraciji nacionalen države bio je rezultat promjene od izravne prema predstavničkoj
demokraciji. Prijelaz s nacionalne na supranacionalnu i globalnu politiku zahtijeva novu bitnu
transformaciju demokracije.
Ključne riječi
demokracija, globalizacija, transformacija, nacionalno, supranacionalno, suverenost
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Ist die Globalisierung eine Gefährdung für die Demokratie?
Zusammenfassung

Das Thema dieser Arbeit ist der Bezug zwischen dem modernen Globalisierungsprozess und der
Demokratie. Untersucht werden zunächst das Konzept der Demokratie, seine unterschiedlichen
Bedeutungen und verschiedenen Bedeutungsschichten, seine Tücken und Paradoxe, Konsequenzen und Ergebnisse sowie Vor- und Nachteile im zeitgenössischen Lebenshorizont. Auf den
Einleitungsteil, der den Leser mit dem Thema bekannt macht, folgt eine kurze geschichtsphilosophische Darstellung zur Entwicklung der Globalisierung von der Antike bis auf unsere Tage.
Im Brennpunkt der philosophischen Untersuchung stehen die Positionen zweier maßgeblichen
Autoritäten und ihre gegensätzlichen Ansätze bei der Entwicklung einer ,Weltgesellschaft’ – gemeint sind Immanuel Kant und Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel. Kant erklärte die Mittel zur
Schaffung eines ,Weltbürgertums’ als ,natürliche Zwecke’. Hegel legte die Entwicklung der
Weltgeschichte zum Zustand globaler Freiheit als eine Notwendigkeit dar. Wird die Demokratie
in der modernen Welt durch die Entstehung einer globalen Gesellschaft gefährdet? – so lautet
die Schlüsselfrage heute. Alle Autoren, die sich mit dieser Frage beschäftigen, sind sich darin
einig, dass durch den Globalisierungsprozess der Bereich authentischen politischen Handelns
geschwächt wird. Die Demokratie hat ihren Ursprung in der Polis bzw. dem kleinen Stadtstaat
und ist Symbol für die Herrschaftsform in einem kleinen politischen Gemeinwesen. Die Entwicklung von der Demokratie der Polis zur Demokratie des Nationalstaats war das Ergebnis
des Wandels von der direkten zur repräsentativen Demokratie. Der Übergang von der Ebene
der nationalen auf die Ebene der supranationalen und globalen Politik erfordert eine neue,
grundlegende Transformation des Wesens der Demokratie.
Schlüsselwörter
Demokratie, Globalisierung, Transformation, national, supranational, Souveränität
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La mondialisation met-elle en danger la démocratie ?
Résumé

Le sujet de cet article est le rapport entre le processus actuel de mondialisation et la démocratie.
Le plan de travail démarre par le concept de démocratie, ses différents niveaux et significations,
ses pièges et ses paradoxes, ses effets et ses conséquences, ses avantages et ses inconvénients
dans l’horizon de la vie contemporaine. Après l’introduction, l’article trace un aperçu historico-philosophique de l’évolution de la mondialisation des temps anciens jusqu’au monde
contemporain. Le point de vue philosophique central est celui d’Immanuel Kant et de Georg
Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel – deux autorités et deux approches du processus de développement
d’une « société mondiale » opposées. Kant a expliqué les moyens du statut de « citoyenneté
mondiale » comme une « finalité naturelle ». Hegel a exposé la nécessité de l’évolution de
l’histoire mondiale jusqu’à l’état d’une liberté globale. La question de savoir si le processus de
création d’une société mondiale met en danger la démocratie dans le monde contemporain est
aujourd’hui une question clé. Tout le monde s’accorde pour dire que le processus de mondialisation affaiblit le champ de l’action politique authentique. La démocratie tire son origine de
« polis », la petite Cité-Etat, et symbolise la gouvernance dans une petite communauté politique.
Le pas entre la démocratie du polis vers la démocratie de l’Etat nation a été le résultat de la
mutation de la démocratie directe vers la démocratie représentative. Le passage d’une politique
nationale à une politique supranationale et mondiale nécessite une nouvelle transformation
importante de la nature de la démocratie.
Mots-clés
démocratie, mondialisation, transformation, national, supranational, souveraineté
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